Nanakshahi Calendar
(Reply to Mr. Gurcharanjit Singh Lamba’s criticism of Nanakshahi Calendar first implemented in 1999 CE)

Pal Singh Purewal
[This reply was written in Feb 2000CE - minor changes done recently.]

Summary:
Mr. Lamba’s article contains factual errors, errors of logic, as well as misinterpretations of Gurbani.
Factual errors: 1. Christian calendar started with the birth of Christ
2. Root of the Bikrami calendar is in Gurbani
3. Calculation of the Bikrami calendar is given in Gurbani
4. Guru Nanak Sahib’s birthday has always been celebrated on Katik pooranmashi in Nankana
Sahib
5. The stars and planets create the Pakh (half month) and the month
6. The word ‘Nanakshahi’ is obsolete
7. kwrqk mws ruiq srd pUrnmwsI
AwT jwm swiT GrI Awju qyrI bwrI hY [
ieh bwxI dIAW qukW hn [
Errors of logic:
1. Nanakshahi calendar is Christian calendar
Misinterpretation of Gurbani:
1. Reading Baramaha on any other day except when the sun moves from one Rasi to another
(Bikrami Sankranti) is deceitful
2. We cannot give up tithis since these are mentioned in Gurbani

Mr. Lamba’s article published in the Sant Sipahi shows his lack of understanding of the true meanings of Gurbani,
and his ignorance of the problems with the Bikrami calendar. Below, I give the text from Mr. Lamba’s article and
my reply to his criticism of the Nanakshahi Calendar.
Mr. Lamba:
Nanakshahi Jantri Sammat 531 corresponding to the year 1999-2000 published by the SGPC spells out briefly the
salient features of the Nanakshai Calendar. But in doing so it gives rise to more questions than clarifying the issue
or satisfactorily answering to the points at issue.
The opening lines of the Jantri start with a question, "nwnkSwhI kYlMfr - smyN dI mMg[ nwnkSwhI kYlMfr nUM lwgI krn dI
loV hY?". And then it goes on to explain that every Nation has its own calendar. Muslims have Hijri, Christians have
Isavi (eIsvI), Hindus have Bikarami, and so on. The Sikh Nation did not have its own calendar. The Nanakshahi
Samvat which was given in the Jantris was in fact the copy of the Bikrami Sammat and it had only the name
Nanakshahi.
But in fact what has been done in the name of the Nanakshahi Calendar is that instead of following the Bikrami
Calendar it has simply adopted the Christian Calendar, but of course the name Nanakshahi has been given to it.
But in the case of Nanakshahi Calendar it has no relevance with any date from the life of Guru Nanak Dev ji. It
is thus a Christian calendar with the name Nanakshahi.
The Christian Era started with the advent of Christ and came with it the Julien Calendar. This Calendar was
modified by Pope Gregory the IIIrd vide his ecclesiastical edict. This Christian Era calendar was adopted by the
British Parliament and was imposed upon its subjects. Even though, like the English language this AD Calendar is
prevalent all over the world, but the Nations having any sense of pride and consideration of heritage have not
discarded their own calendars for their National days.
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Even this Christian calendar which is being called a common or current calendar is not without defects. Reforms to
this calendar are being suggested in the form of International Fixed Calendar and the World Calendar to fix the
days of festivals and rest as was in the original Julian calendar besides fixing the length of the months. So much so
that even the length of a week of seven days is also being given a thought. It may not be surprising that this whole
calendar is further reformed. In that case will be again adjusting our calendar to the reformed Christian calendar.
Although this calendar is being called the common calendar but the Muslims, Hindus, Budhists, Jains, Jews or even
certain orthodox sects of Christians like Ukranian Christians have not disowned their traditional calendars for their
national days. It is thus seen that the reason and purpose for which the Nanakshahi Calendar was sought to be
introduced gets defeated because the Sikhs will be subjected to the yoke of Christianity. Is it not a fact then that the
Christian Calendar has been made a standard and the Sikhs and their traditions have been asked to adjust
according to it.
Purewal:
The Common Era Calendar was not started from any particular event from Christ’s life. Christ was neither born on
January 1, nor was he born in the year 1 of that calendar. Most Christian scholars agree that 4 BCE is the year of
nativity of Christ. Christians simply adopted the Roman calendar which had been reformed by Julius Caesar (Julius
Caesar discarded the lunar calendar and instituted the calendar based on the length of the solar year known at that
time) , and implemented by him in 45 BCE. Because of the gradual adoption and use of this calendar, it came to be
known as the Julian Calendar, which in the lands of Christendom was the calendar of Christianity. Its starting date
has nothing to do with the birth of Christ or any event from his life. The abbreviations BC and AD became current
because the year after 1 BC was mistakenly taken as Christ’s birth. The Julian Calendar continued without break
until 1582 CE. This calendar came to India along with the English, and thus in India, it came to be known as
English Calendar. Now its reformed version known as Gregorian calendar is in use throughout the world. In
relation to the seasons, the yearly error in the Bikrami calendar is even greater than what it was in the Julian
Calendar for which error the Julian Calendar was revised.
Mr. Lamba should know that even Christians do not call their calendar the Christian Calendar anymore. Since its
adoption throughout the world, it is now called the Common Era Calendar. If Mr. Lamba insists on calling it the
Christian Calendar, then he uses it every day without any qualms of conscience. Perhaps he calls the Nanakshahi
Calendar the “Christian Calendar”, because the Nanakshahi Calendar is based on the length of the tropical solar
year, and the Common Era Calendar is also based on the same. Will Mr. Lamba call all solar calendars of the world
which are based on the length of the tropical solar year “Christian Calendars”? Then, National Saka Calendar,
according to Mr. Lamba, should also be called a “Christian calendar”. Its dates have also been fixed in the Common
Era in such a way as to have permanent relationship with the Common Era. Saka Era also had been linked with the
Bikrami Era up to March 1957 CE, since its months and dates, both solar and lunar, were the same as those of the
Bikrami Era. The Government of India de-linked it from the Bikrami Era and linked it to the Common Era. Did this
make the National Saka Era Calendar a “Christian Calendar”?
The Nanakshahi Calendar is not a copy of the Common Era calendar. We have not adopted the Common Era
calendar. The Nanakshahi calendar has its own character. The number of days in the months of the Common Era
have been arbitrarily fixed, anywhere from 28 to 31. But in the Nanakshahi Calendar the first five months have 31
days each, based on the fact that the number of days from the spring equinox to the autumn equinox is greater than
from the autumn equinox to spring equinox,, and the last seven have 30 days each. In a leap year the extra day has
been added at the end of the year. The days in the months of the Common Era Calendar vary from 28 to 31, while
Nanakshahi Calendar months have 31 or 30 days. These points make the Nanakshahi Calendar even more
scientific than the Common Era calendar. We have adopted the correct length of the tropical year as the basis of
Nanakshahi Calendar.
The count of the Samvat of the Nanakshahi calendar is from year of birth of Guru Nanak Sahib. The month
of Chet is chosen because Baramaha Tukhari, Baramaha Manjh, and Ruti Slok banis start with the month of
Chet. Nanakshahi Calendar is based on Gurbani. Its months will no longer shift in seasons.
The changes to the Common Era Calendar which Mr. Lamba is talking about have long been rejected. If anything,
the Bikrami calendar will be changed so as to make it conform to the length of the tropical year. What will happen to
Mr. Lamba’s logic then? If the Bikrami calendar is according to Gurbani now (as Mr. Lamba totally incorrectly says)
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then it will not remain according to Gurbani after the change. There is no move to fix holidays according to the
Julian Calendar. This is Mr. Lamba’s figment of imagination.
If Nanakshahi Calendar is adopted, the Sikhs will have their own calendar using it along with the Common Era
Calendar, like the Hindus who are using the Bikrami Calendar along with the Common Era Calendar, and also like
the Muslims who are using their own Hijri calendar along with the Common Era Calendar. Does Mr Lamba use the
Bikrami Calendar for his daily usage, or does he use the calendar he calls “Christian”?
What happened to India’s pride when 15th August, and 26th January were fixed according to Lamba’s
“Christian calendar”, and not according to the Bikrami calendar? Did it adversely affect the pride of the Sikh
Nation when they celebrated Ghalughara Divas in June, or Saka of Nankana Sahib in February according to
the Common Era dates?
We have fixed the gurpurb dates according to the dates of the Baramaha months. Guru Gobind Singh’s birth Gurpurb
has been fixed on 23 Poh, the original date, and 23 Poh occurs and will always occur on 5th January every year. Mr
Lamba has failed to notice that all dates of gurpurbs have been fixed according to the original solar dates.
Another example - the original date of Guru Tegh Bahadur’s martyrdom is 11 Maghar. In the Nanakshahi
Calendar it has been fixed on 11 Maghar, and 11 Maghar will always fall on the 24th November in the new
calendar. When these critics talk about Bikrami calendar they mention Poh Sudi 7, and not any date of the
Common Era, but when they talk about Nanakshahi Calendar they mention January 5, and not 23 Poh.
Mr. Lamba:
Whereas the English Calendar in vogue is undoubtedly a Christian Calendar because it was corrected and imposed
by an edict of the Pope. On the other hand the Bikrami Calendar is not a Hindu Calendar as the genesis of this
Calendar is not from any scripture like Vedas, Puranas or like. This era started by Bikramaditya who happened to
be a Hindu king, after he attained victory over Shak. However, this calendar is based on the law of nature as has
been noted in Guru Granth Sahib at so many places. This has been adopted by the Guru Sahibs and has its roots
in Gurbani. Discarding the Bikrami Calendar thus will be an act against the Gurbani.
Purewal:
The Bikrami Calendar is definitely a Hindu Calendar, though used by the Sikhs also. It had been in use long before
the advent of Sikhism. Does Mr. Lamba know the meaning of the word ‘root’? How can the Hindu Bikrami
Calendar have its roots in Gurbani, when it had commenced 1526 years before the birth of Guru Nanak
Sahib? Its roots are in the history of the Hindu maharaja Bikramajit, perhaps a fictitious one. Here is what
Dr. Shakti Dhara Sharma M.Sc. PhD. has to say in the introduction to his Sanskrit book Shastriya Panchanga
Mimamsa - “Unlike the Christian, the Moslem and other civilizations, we, the Hindus, kept our Calendar
lunisolar----.” Dr. Sharma has not used the word ‘Indians’, but has used the word ‘Hindus’.
Does it not imply that the Bikrami Calendar is a Hindu Calendar? Dr. Sharma has not minced words. He has simply
stated the plain truth.
When the Panchang editors of Punjab changed from Surya Siddhantic length of the year to the length of the sidereal
year determined by “Christians”, how many Sikh organizations were consulted by the learned pundits to get their
view on the change, because the changed calendar would not be the same that was mentioned in Gurbani? They did
not need to, because it is their calendar, and they could do with it whatever they wanted, and they did. The name
“Bikrami” stayed, but the correct length of the sidereal year, determined by the “Christian” astronomers, on which it
was based, was adopted. Did the change make the Bikrami calendar “Christian”?
The law of nature, mentioned by Mr. Lamba, that was used by Bikrami Panchang editors during Guru Sahiban’s
time was rejected by the Punjab Panchang editors in nineteen-sixties, as inaccurate. Does Mr. Lamba mean to say
that Guru Sahiban, because they used that calendar, sanctified the length of the sidereal year which was
incorrect? If his reasoning is taken for its face value, then all Sangrands, Gurpurbs, and tithis should be fixed
according to those Panchangs published in Kashi , which are still based on the inaccurate length of sidereal solar
year which was used in the Guru Period.
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Now a days, four to five Sangrands every year are different as given by the Panchang editors of Punjab from those
given in Surya Siddhanta-based panchangs published in Kashi. Which ones does Mr. Lamba think are correct? In
500 years all Sangrands would differ in these two systems of calculation. Which rasis Mr Lamba follows , the ones
used by the followers of Surya Siddhanta in some UP panchangs as was the practice in Guru period and up to 1960s,
or by the followers of Drik Ganit as in Punjab from 1960s?

Mr. Lamba:
Broadly speaking the proponents of this Christian Nanakshahi Calendar openly admit that they are not all bothered
and concerned about the science of calendar or anything else but they have been allured and feel excited by one
single point that the dates of the Gurpurbs will be fixed as per the English Calendar. This exactly is the reason
which has been given in the Jantri for adopting it. It promises, hux ieh sm`isAw nhIN hovygI[
But in realty what we have seen is that the Sikhs have entered new millenium with intense confusion and
contradictions. The birth day of Guru Gobind Singh ji is been celebrated by the SGPC and different organisations
on different dates. The common Sikh is baffled and feels ridiculed even.
The calendar instead of solving the problem has helped divide the Sikhs.
In the light of this it can be asked, was this exercise needed at this particular juncture. Or should it have priority
over the more compelling and serious problem of apostasy, which is damaging and cutting the roots of Sikhism. It is
no denial that the roots of this apostasy are in the houses of the Panthik leaders and Sikh intellectuals who do not
want to address this problem. Or is it that to divert the attention of the Sikhs from this real danger they have
subjected the Qaum to this avoidable problem.
Another argument is given that if we adopt the modern calendar to celebrate our birth days then why to adopt an
obsolete system for Gurpurabs. If this really is the reason for discarding then why to give even an obsolete name of
Nanakshahi to it.
It is said in the Nanakshahi Jantry that the present form to the Nanakshahi Jantri has been given by the Institute of
Sikh Studies, Chandigarh after many meetings of the intellectuals. But, the names of the intellectuals have not been
given. It is not known whether any of them was an expert in the field of the astronomy or calendar making. The
proceedings or recommendations of the meetings were never made public.
Purewal:
Nobody can differ from Mr. Lamba that the problem of apostasy in Sikh youth needs to be addressed with greater
zeal. But this does not mean that nothing else should be discussed. The need for the Sikhs to have their own calendar
and a proposal for such a calendar was sent to the then acting Jathedar Sahib Akal Takht Sahib in 1994 CE. Towards
the end of last year I had sent to Mr. Lamba, copies of my correspondence with Jathedar Sahib, and Principal
Gurmukh Singh, the then in-charge of the Sikh Reference Library. Mr. Lamba has failed to mention this.
In the Nanakshahi Jantri, the proceedings of all the meetings could not be given because of constraints on space.
Mr. Lamba wants to know the names of the participants in those meetings. I had told him over the phone some
months back that all relevant information had been published in some issues of the Abstracts of Sikh Studies
published by the Institute of Sikh Studies, Chandigarh, and that the file containing the record was available with the
Institute. He could have gotten this information from either of the sources. He wants to know how many of them
were calendar experts. Would Mr. Lamba let us know who are the calendar experts, from the Sikh intellectuals and
scholars, who were not included in those meetings and should have been? Does Mr. Lamba consider himself a
calendar expert?
The SGPC announced in the press on 5th January, 1998 CE, that the Birthday of Guru Gobind Singh Sahib would be
celebrated in 1999 CE according to the new Nanakshahi calendar. On the same day there was my article on the
calendar in the papers. That was one year before the implementation of the calendar. Where were the opponents of
the calendar then? How could they have missed reading that advertisement, which millions had read. Again, the
SGPC put up large billboards at the sites of the historic Gurdwaras, a few months before the implementation,
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publicizing information about the Gurpurb date. Hundreds of thousands of Sikhs must have visited those Gurdwaras
during those months. In fact, there was only nominal opposition to the Nanakshahi Calendar until January 1999CE,
when Baba Kashmira Singh took up the issue and organized opposition from the Sant Samaj. Why was Mr. Lamba
silent for almost a year?
Before Baba Kashmira Singh took up this issue, no one mentioned that this calendar would divide the community.
Some Sants, like Baba Kashmira Singh and Baba Mangal Singh, feel that if the Nanakshahi Calendar is adopted
they will lose their stranglehold on the innocent masses. That is why they are opposing it. It is these ‘Sants’ who are
dividing the community.
The Nanakshahi Calendar is based on scientific principles. The situation of ‘two gurpurbs’ has been caused by the
Sant Samaj led by Kashmira Singh and Mangal Singh who insist on celebrating Gurpurbs according to the lunar
Hindu Bikrami Calendar.
The name Nanakshahi is not obsolete. In 1947 CE the Sikh History Society Amritsar published a Jantri in Urdu by
Dr. Ganda Singh, and its title is ‘Mukhtasir Nanakshahi Jantri’. Maharaja Ranjit Singh issued a coin called
Nanakshahi mohar. Dr. Bhai Vir Singh usually gave the year of the Nanakshahi Samvat in the dates of his articles
published in the tracts. In some Hukamnamahs / correspondence from Akal Takht Sahib, the date used to be given in
Nanakshahi Samvat also. In fact, some individuals and Sant Samaj of Baba Kashmira Singh seem to be allergic to
the very word “Nanakshahi”, as opposed to “Bikrami”.
Mr. Lamba:
The Nanakshahi Calendar is not according to the Gurbani and the Sikh traditions. There is no denial that as per
Gurbani no particular day is auspicious or inauspicious.
Twelve months, the seasons, the thitis, the days are all good if these help in meeting with the Lord.
by ds mwh ruqI iQqI vwr Bly]
GVI mUrq pl swcy Awey shij imly]
(gurU gRMQ swihb, pMnw: 1109)
The months, seasons etc. are created by Him. These are for practical convenience. But by mere calculation of these
one will gain nothing. Rather these changes of nature should be used to gather for His praise.
mwhw ruqI sB qUM GVI mUrq vIcwrw]
qUM gxqY iknY n pwieE scY AlK Apwrw]
piVAw mUrKu AwKIAY ijsu lbu loBu AhMkwrw] (gurU gRMQ swihb, pMnw: 140)
This phenomenon of nature is an unending process. The fifteen thitis, seven vars, the rutis, the days, nights and the
months come again and again.
pMdRh iQqˆØI qY sq vwr ]
mwhw ruqI Awvih vwr vwr ]
idnsu rYix iqvY sMswru ]
Awvw gauxu kIAw krqwir ]
inhclu swcu rihAw kl Dwir ]
nwnk gurmuiK bUJY ko sbdu vIcwir ]10]1]
(gurU gRMQ swihb, pMnw: 842)
However, it was seen that people on the days when the nature's phenomenon was visible to them i.e. full moon day
or the day of the eclipse of the moon i.e. Purnima and Amavasya used to run to the ponds, rivers and reservoirs to
take a dip. Guruji used this occasion as a medium to arrange special gathering to propagate the Gurbani.

Bhai Nand Lal says about this,
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rUiz jumAw momnwin pwkbwz
igrd mI AwieMd Az bihih inmwz]19]
hmcunW dr mzhib mw swiD sMg
kz muh`bq bw-^udw dwrMd rMg]20]
igrd mI AwieMd dr mwhy do bwr
bihir izkir ^wswie prvrdgwr]21]
Sukrvwr vwly idn pwk prhyzgwr muslmwn, r`b dI nmwz leI iek`Ty huMdy hn[ iesy qrW swfy Drm ivc swD sMgiq ivc r`b dy
ipAwry juVdy hn Aqy vwihgurU dy pRym ivc rMg mwxdy hn[ mhIny ivc do vwr aus prvrdgwr dI aucycI Xwd leI iek`Ty huMdy hn[
SANGRAND
Now a word about Sangrand. The Nanakshahi Jantri has very honestly detailed the purpose and modus of
observing Sangrand in the Gurdwaras. It says,
“sMgRWd do kI ArQ hY Aqy ieh gurduAwirAW ivc ikaN mnweI jWdI hY?
ibkRmI kYlMfr iv`c sMgRWdW dw sMbMD rwSIAW nwl hY[ ijs idn sUrj iek rwSI 'coN inkl ky AglI rwSI iv`c pRvyS krdw hY aus
idn sMgRWd huMdI hY[ nwnkSwhI kYlMfr iv`c mwh ArMBqw dw rwSIAW nwl koeI sMbMD nhIN hY[……………ijs smyN AMgRyzI kYlMfr
bhuq pRclq nhIN sI, qwrIKW sMgRWd dy idn qoN igxIAW jwx kwrn Aqy sMgRWd gurduAwirAW iv`c mnwaux kwrn, Awm nokW nUM vI pqw
rihMdw sI ik mhInw ikMny idn igAw hY Aqy nwl hI G`to-G`t iek idn gurU-Gr hwzrI vI l`g jWdI sI[”
Now the above statement is true and the following points emerge from this explanation.
That Sangrand is not observed arbitrarily but it is based on the law of nature that when the Sun moves from one
house to another. And it had a purpose by which the people used to know the days of the month and gave an
occasion for the gathering of the Sangat. In fact the word Sankrant itself mean 'to depart'. It is said that in the
Nanakshai calendar the beginning of the month has got nothing to do with the transition of the Sun. If this be the
case then how can the Sangrand be observed when there is no Sangrand, i.e. transition of Sun from one house or the
other. By this constant process after day of the Amavasia, the day of the eclipse of the moon, it comes out again on
the first day with a very thin line. This is known as the Vadi First. On the fifteenth day it is full moon's day.
Thereafter it starts receding and it is known as the Sudi first, second and so on. Again on the last day it hides itself.
This process goes on uninterruptedly. By this the tithis, vaars, months are created. There is nothing Hindu,
Muslim or any such thing in it. This is purely the nature's law. This has used by Guruji to write Ruti Saloks,
Baramahes, Vars etc. The pioneer work of Guru Nanak Dev ji to write Baramah Tukhari was followed by Guru
Arjan Dev ji who wrote another Baramah in Raag Majh. After this, Punjabi literature saw more than 300
Baramahes. So this calculation of months is based on Gurbani, Punabi literature and the folk lore, which are very
strong ingredients for the growth of any community.
This phenomenon is noted by Guru Nanak Dev ji in Raag Bilawal in his composition titled Thiti iQ`qI that on the
day of Amavasia the moon hides itself. The seeker has to get a message from this phenomenon of the Creator that
this is the cycle of creativity of the Lord.
AmwvisAw cMdu gupqu gYxwir ]
bUJhu igAwnI sbdu bIcwir ]
ssIAru ggin joiq iqhu loeI ]
kir kir vyKY krqw soeI ] (gurU gRMQ swihb, pMnw: 840)
This is the process of calculation of the months and years.
ivsuey cisAw GVIAw phrw iQqI vwrI mwhu hoAw]
sUrju eyko rUiq Anyk ] nwnk krqy ky kyqy vys]
(gurU gRMQ swihb, pMnw: 13)
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Now to discard Thitis, Vaars, Baramahes is nothing but giving a back to the Gurbani, Sikh literature and heritage.
It would prove to be disastrous for the Sikhs.
The basic point which much be answered is that the Nanakshahi calendar by not mentioning of the Sangrand wants
the practice of gathering on the days of the Sangrand to be stopped arbitrarily and without taking the community in
confidence. By this it even exceeds the purpose for which it is being said to be brought about.
Contrary to this, if it is decided to observe the Sangrand on the First day of the new Christian Nanakshahi Calendar
by calling it Pravishte, then undoubtedly this is not Sangrand.
mwhw mwh mumwrKI ciVAw sdw bsMq]
pr&q icq smwil soie sdw sdw goibMd]
(gurU gRMQ swihb, pMnw: 1168)
And reciting of the Shabads as above and Barahmah on such days is nothing but deceitful. Hence the new proposed
calendar is anti gurbani.
The stars and planets thus create the Pakh (half month) and the month. By this it should be understood that the
truth also never gets obsolete. So the talk of modernisation is nothing but against this basic principle of nature
mwhu pKu ikhu clY nwhI GVI muhqu ikCu hMFY]
scu purwxw hovY nwhI sIqw kdy n pwtY]
nwnk swihbu sco scw iqcru jwpI jwhY]
(gurU gRMQ swihb, pMnw: 956)
To sum up, Guruji used Sangrand to detatch the Sikhs from Hindu ritualism and bring them in Sadh Sangat.
Freeing them on the days of the Sangrand by adopting the Nanakshahi calendar will give them an opportunity to
relapse back into the sea of ritualism.
Purewal:
Sangrand is not a natural phenomenon, as Mr. Lamba makes it out. There is no law of nature for fixing it. Man
has divided the zodiac into 12 Rasis. It is man who has defined that when the sun moves from one rasi to another it
will be called ‘Sankranti’. Nowhere in Gurbani is the word “Sangrand” or name of any of the twelve Rasis, on the
basis of which Bikrami Sangrand (Sankranti) is determined, mentioned. Bikrami panchangs give the duration of
time, close to Sangrand on the day of ‘Sankranti’ or on the next day if ‘Sankranti’ happens to occur during night,
which is considered auspicious for giving out alms. Gurmat does not believe in the Rasis and any time being
auspicious or inauspicious.
In many countries outside India, particularly the UK, the USA, and Canada, the Sangat gathers in
Gurdwaras on Sundays. Barahmaha is recited on the day of Sangrand as well as on the following Sunday. Is
it deceitful to recite Barahmaha on Sundays when it is not the day of Sangrand? Then, do the hundreds of
learned Gianis, management committees of Gurdwaras, and more than a million Sikh Sangat practice deceit?
Mr Lamba should have known better than to use the word ‘deceit’
Stars and planets do not make pakh, and month. It is the combination of the motions of the sun (actually of the
earth around the sun) and moon which create pakh and lunar month. It is the motion of the sun (actually of the earth
around the sun) which creates solar month.
mwhw ruqI sB qUM GVI mUrq vIcwrw]
(gurU gRMQ swihb, pMnw: 140)

Mr. Lamba has misinterpreted the above line of Gurbani as ‘The months, seasons etc. are created by Him’
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But see the following translations:
All thoughts of months, seasons, hours, and intervals held auspicious
In Thee are centred.. (Sri Guru Granth Sahib - English Translation, Gurbachan Singh Talib, Vol I, p.286)
Through all the months and the seasons, the minutes and the hours, I will dwell upon You, O! Lord. (Translation by
Dr. Sant Singh)
Mr Lamba says,’So this calculation of months is based on Gurbani, Punjabi literature and the folk lore, which are
very strong ingredients for the growth of any community.’
But there is no calculation given in Gurbani. And also, the calculation according to which Bikrami calendar was
and is worked out, existed at least more than a thousand years before the compilation of Sri Guru Granth Sahib. Guru
Sahiban simply used and mentioned those units of day, tithi, ghari, pala etc. which were prevalent in their time. How
can a calendar’s calculation be said to have been based on Gurbani, when that calendar had been in vogue
much before the advent of Guru Nanak Dev Sahib? If the calculation is given in Gurbani can Mr. Lamba give us
the weekdays for Poh sudi 7 for the next 5 years using that calculation?
GVI, pl Awidk smyN dIAW iekweIAW hn, ijs ƒ lWbw jI gurbwxI iv`c izkr gixq ds`dy hn, aunHW bwry 2057 ib: dy mwrqMf
pMcWg (ihMdI) iv`c pMnw 135 au~qy iv`dvwn pMifq SRI ipRX vRq Srmw AYm. ey. v`loN ies pRkwr iliKAw hY:
‘ÆtYNffí tweí ko hI p®Xog myN lweíE - GfI ploN ko qlwNjlI dIjIE [‘
Translation: Use Standard time - Discard ghari, palas.
The above direction is meant for those persons who use panchangs for converting times of tithis given in gharis, and
palas into hours and minutes for their locality. Even pundits will be discarding these from their panchangs
eventually (some of them have already discarded these from their panchangs). The common man does not even
know how many minutes are in a ghari, not to speak of using them for measuring time. Will Mr. Lamba have any
objection to their discarding ghari, palas because these are mentioned in Gurbani (and ‘process of calculation’ in
Gurbani according to him)?
Regarding Baramahas, the Nanakshahi calendar, in fact, will be more relevant since its months will no longer shift in
the seasons as given in Baramahas in Gurbani, and the other three hundred or so Baramahas in the literature whose
mention Mr. Lamba makes. No one is discarding Baramahas.

A note on seasons:
According to the Indian system there are six seasons in the year, of two months each. In Ruti Slok Bani the same six
seasons are mentioned. Towards the beginning of Siddhantic astronomy, when the first point of the Indian zodiac and
the first point of the Western zodiac coincided, the spring months were Chet and Vaisakh. Vaisakh started close to
spring equinox in March, and Chet one month before that. Now the beginning of both these months have shifted by
about 24 days, and Vaisakh has moved towards Summer season by the same number of days. In another 500 years
Summer season would begin with the commencement of Vaisakh. Then, according to the Bikrami calendar, after
another 2100 years Chet would move out of Basant season, and the Summer season would start with Chet. How
would, then, one explain Gurbani lines:
ciV cyqu bsMqu myry ipAwry BlIA ruqy ] AGGS p. 452
cyqu bsMqu Blw Bvr suhwvVy ] AGGS p. 1107
ruiq srs bsMq mwh cyqu vYswK suK mwsu jIau ] AGGS p.927
which show the association of Chet and Vaisakh with Basant season?
As mentioned above, Vaisakh would no longer be part of Basant season in another 500 years, according to the
Bikrami calendar. In the Nanakshahi calendar the present relation of all the months with the seasons will stay as it is,
forever.
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The following lines from Gurbani mention the association of the rainy season with the months of Sawan and
Bhadon:
ruiq brs shylIAw swvix BwdvY AwnMd jIau ]
morI ruxJux lwieAw BYxy swvxu AwieAw ]
swvxu AwieAw hy sKI jlhru brsnhwru ]
This association will not be there in another 2100 years, by which time Sawan will have moved into August /
September, and Bhadon into September / October, if the Bikrami calendar stays as it is.
The original seasons:
Chet, Vaisakh - Basant season
Jeth, Harh - Summer season
Sawan Bhadon - Rainy season
Assu, Katik - Autumn
Maghar, Poh - Hemant
Magh Phagun - Winter
The dates of the six seasons from Feb1469 CE to Feb 1470 CE (Bikrami 1525-26):
16 Phagun to 15 Vaisakh - Basant season
16 Vaisakh to 15 Harh - Summer season
16 Harh to 15 Bhadon - Rainy season
16 Bhadon to 14 Katik - Autumn
15 Katik to 14 Poh - Hemant
15 Poh to 14 Phagun - Winter

Because of the past shift, the seasons in 1999 CE (based on sayana sankrantis as given in Indian Ephemeris for
1999 CE, Astro-Research Bureau, Calcutta) are:
8 Poh to 8 Phagun - Winter
9 Phagun to 7 Vaisakh - Basant season
8 Vaisakh to 7 Harh - Summer season
8 Harh to 6 Bhadon - Rainy season
7 Bhadon to 6 Katik - Autumn
7 Katik to 6 Poh - Hemant

(22 Dec -19 Feb)
(20 Feb - 20 Apr)
(21 Apr - 21 June)
(22 June - 22 Aug)
(23 Aug - 22 Oct)
(23 Oct - 21 Dec)

This shift of 8/9 days has taken place from 1469CE to 1999CE.
According to the Bikrami calendar, in another 500 years Basant season would be from 1 Phagun to the end of Chet.
And yet after another 2100 years the month of Chet would move out of Basant season and move into the summer
season.
It must be noted here that the spring season mentioned above is according to the basis of the division of the
year into six seasons as given in Gurbani, and not according to the division of the year into four seasons, as in
the West.

Mr. Lamba has quoted from Gurbani. His inference from those lines, that since words related to time division
used in Bikrami calendar are found in Gurbani we cannot give them up, is totally wrong.
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In Gurbani the following lines mention units of weight, length, and time, the units that were in use in the
Guru period and before that period:
qRY sq

AMgul vweI khIAY iqsu khu kvn ADwro ] - pM: 944

gj swFy qY qY DoqIAw iqhry pwiein qg ]- pM: 476
swFy qIin hwQ qyrI sIvW ] - pM: 659
kwrju swFy qIin hQ GnI q pauny cwir ] - pM: 1376
aUfy aUif AwvY sY kosw iqsu pwCY bcry CirAw ]- pM: 10
bwrh jojn CqRu clY Qw dyhI igrJn KweI ]2] - pM: 693
GVI muhq kw lyKw lyvY rqIAhu mwsw qol kFwvixAw ]5] - pM: 127
Awpy DrqI swjIAnu ipAwrY ipCY tMku cVwieAw ]1] - pM: 605
pRxviq nwnku dwsin dwsw iKnu qolw iKnu mwsw ]4]3]11] - pM: 1171
gjI n imnIAY qoil n qulIAY pwcnu syr AFweI ]- pM: 335
swFy qRY mx dyhurI clY pwxI AMin ] - pM: 1383
iKn plu nwmu irdY vsY BweI nwnk imlxu suBwie ]10]4] - pM: 637
ivsuey cisAw GVIAw phrw iQqI vwrI mwhu hoAw ] - pM: 12
We have discarded AMgul, hwQ, hQ, gj and are using centimetres, and metres to measure length.
We have discarded jojn, kos and are using kilometres to measure distance.
We have discarded ivsuey, csuey, GVI, pl, mhUrq and are using seconds, minutes, and hours to measure time.
We have discarded rqI, mwsw, tMku, qolw, syr, mx and are using milligrams, grams, kilograms, and quintals to measure
weight.
But Mr Lamba did not think then, that discarding these was “giving a back” to the Gurbani, Sikh literature and
heritage. Did it prove disastrous for the Sikhs?
When using Common Era dates in his letters, does Mr Lamba ever think that tithis are mentioned in Gurbani, and
that Guru Sahiban used both lunar and solar dates of the Bikrami calendar for the Hukamnamahs, and he should,
therefore, use tithis or solar Bikrami dates for dating his daily work, and that discarding it is “giving (showing) a
back” to Gurbani? Obviously, his interpretation of Gurbani regarding the Bikrami calendar is different when
personal use of that calendar is concerned.
Mr. Lamba:
GURPURABS.
The Gurpurbs at present are being celebrated according to Sudi and Wadis, like Poh Sudi Sapatmi and Katak
Purnima. It is on the basis of the situation of the sky and the moon on the night of the Parkash of Guru Nank Dev ji
and Guru Gobind Singh ji, It will remain so for the time to come. However, if this system is dicarded the situation
of the sky will be different. The birth day of Guru Nanak Dev ji which was on full moon day may be on the day of
even the Amavasia. In this situation can one recite the Bani,
kwrqk mws ruiq srd pUrnmwsI
AwT jwm swiT GrI Awju qyrI bwrI hY [
Moreover, the Poh Sudi Satami, Katak Purnima will never be a Katak Purnima and Poh Sudi Satmi. This is thus
against Gurbani, Traditions and heritage.
Purewal:
kwrqk mws ruiq srd pUrnmwsI
AwT jwm swiT GrI Awju qyrI bwrI hY [ (BweI gurdws - kibq 345)
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Mr. Lamba is wrong about these lines being in Bani. I am surprised that a person as learned as Mr. Lamba is,
would not know that the above lines are not from Gurbani. These lines are from Bhai Gurdas’s kabits and no
where in kabits 344 to 348 is the name of Guru Nanak Sahib mentioned. Contrary to this in Bhai Gurdas’s var 1
paurhi 27 Guru Nanak Dev Sahib’s name is specifically mentioned along with the date:
siqgur nwnk pRgitAw imtI DuMD jg cwnxu hoAw [
---------Gir Gir AMdir Drmswl hovY kIrqnu sdw ivsoAw ]
ivsoAw (vsoAw) means Vaisakhi day i.e. 1 Vaisakh and nothing else.
Moreover, according to the Bikrami calendar, Kartik month will occur in spring in 11000 years. How will the Sikhs
of that time recite the line kwrqk mws ruiq srd ----.? Wouldn’t there be any problem reciting this line then? Mr.
Lamba should give up his pretenses, and accept the fact that since its months are shifting in seasons, the
Bikrami calendar is not according to Gurbani.
Guru Arjan Dev Sahib, Guru Hargobind Sahib, Guru Harkrishan Sahib, Guru Tegh Bahadur Sahib were born in the
partly dark night of the waning moon, i.e. in vadi pakhsha. Does this fact detract from the greatness of Guru
Sahiban? No importance should be attached to a moonlit night or a dark night. Doing this is just contrary to Gurbani.
This year, Guru Gobind Singh Sahib’s birth gurpurb was celebrated on 13th January at Takht Patna Sahib because
Poh sudi 7 was shown on 13th January in some Kashi panchangs, while in Punjab, it was celebrated on 14th
January by adherents of the Bikrami calendar, because the editors of panchangs published in Punjab gave Poh
sudi 7 on 14th January. Mr. Lamba should tell us which Poh sudi 7 is correct, on January 13 or on January 14, 2000
CE? In Nanakshahi Jantri 23 Poh is on January 5, and it always will be on January 5.
Mr. Lamba:
DIWALI
Another contentious point in the Nanakshahi Jantri is the Diwali. It says that the Diwali day in the form of Bandi
Chhorh Diwas bMdI CoV idvs according to the Nanakshahi calendar will some time be on the day of the Diwali or
sometime it may be a month later.
This will create nothing but a ridiculous situation for the Sikhs. A Sikh who lights candles on the Diwali day do so
because of the bMdI CoV idvs. Now de-linking it from the Diwali day in reality will push them back into the purely
Hindu festival of Diwali. Hence, this is nothing but a very retrogressive act.
Diwali and Baisakhi got added significance for the reason that the Sikhs used to assemble at Sri Akal Takhat Sahib
as Khalsa common wealth to take stock of the past decide about the future.
HOLI
There is no denial that the Sikhs have got nothing to do from Holi but here again the occasion was used by Guru
Gobind Singh ji to inculcate the martial spirit in the Sikhs.
In the Christian Nanakshahi Jantri this too has been de-linked from Holi. Thus the basic purpose of Hola gets
defeated.
In the light of this if any adjustments are made by way of compromise on certain dates, it will then neither be a
Nanakshahi as is being proposed nor the traditional calendar.
As such if at all any change is required to be made, it should be done only after releasing the draft calendar to the
sangat seeking its opinion. Then only anything should be done. Otherwise we have seen, it would create unnecessary dissensions in the Sikhs and will do more harm than any good.
Purewal:
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Does Mr. Lamba know that sometimes even pundits differ in their calculations and it results in two Divalis and
Dussehras which are a month apart? I guess he has no objection to these aberrations, as long as it is done by the
learned pundits. I had a very long meeting and discussion of about four hours, with a very learned pundit of Punjab. I
asked him this question: Will not Divali shift to summer in 13000 years? His answer was -‘yes’.
My question to Mr. Lamba is: Should we keep the Bandi Chhorh Divas (Divali) in the same season as it occurred in
the Guru period or let it move from October / November to November - December, January…etc?
The SGPC did not yield on any date in principle on the dates of Bandi Chhorh Divas, and the Hola Muhalla. It was
decided in the meeting of 30th June, 1999CE that to accommodate the view of the Sant Samaj on these two dates,
these should be celebrated ‘for the time being’ according to the present practice. It was never decided to change the
structure of the Nanakshahi Calendar. This logic is strange - first they ask that these dates should not be changed,
but when their view had been accommodated, then their supporters, like Mr. Lamba, say that there was
inconsistency in the Calendar.
Divali has shifted from the range of 30 Sep - 27 Oct Julian (9 Oct - 5 Nov Gregorian) in Guru Nanak Sahib’s time to
16 Oct - 13 Nov in the present time. Similarly Holi has shifted from the range of 11 Feb - 10 Mar Julian (20 Feb 19 Mar Gregorian) to 28 Feb - 28 Mar. This shift of 7 to 9 days has occurred in 530 years. Holi and Hola Muhalla
are festivals of Basant season. Would it not matter to Mr. Lamba if Hola Muhalla occurred in the Summer in stead
of the Spring season?
Mr. Lamba:
In the end, a word of caution from Dr. Balbir Singh,
bwvjUd aus swrI Koj dy ijsny vYswK hI gurU nwnk dw jnm idn isD kIqw; koeI vI gurpurb mMnwaux dI iQq nhIN bdl sikAw[
BwvyN nnkwxw vI hQoN clw igAw hY pr ieh vwk Atl hY:-'kqk kI pUrxmwsI mylw nnkwxy ho[' swry gurdvwry, swrIAW sMsQwvW,
skUl, kwlj, XUnIvrstIAW Aqy swry KojI gurU nwnk swihb dI pMj sO swlw jnm SqwbdI kqk dI pUrxmwSI nUM hI mu`K rKky mMnw
rhy hn[
ieqhws-kwrW nUM vI hux ieh smJ pY rhI hY ik auh mnOqW jo iek kOm dy rg rySy ivc rc geIAW hn qy ausdI ijMd nwl rs rUp
ho geIAW hn aunWH nUM pVcol dI nzr bdl nhIN skdI[ aunWH nUM bdlx leI iksy kRWqIkwrI qwkq dI loV hY[ aunWH nUM bdlx leI
iksy gurU pIr dI kurbwnI dy KUn dI loV huMdI hY[

Purewal:
mYkwli& Anuswr gurU nwnk swihb dw jnm idn nnkwxw swihb ivKy 1815 sMn q`k vYswK dy mhIny mnWdw jWdw irhw, pr mhwrwjw
rxjIq isMG dy smyN 1815 sMn iv`c bdl ky k`qk pUrnmwSI ƒ mnwauxw SurU ho igAw [
According to Mr. Macauliffe, originally the Gurpurb was celebrated in Vaisakh, in Nankana Sahib. This was
changed to Katik pooranmashi in 1816 CE during Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s reign.
Mr. Macauliffe writes:
“All the Handali and modern Janamsakhis give Kartik as the month in which Baba Nanak was born. In Mani Singh’s
and all the old Janamsakhis the Guru’s natal month is given as Baisakh. The following is the manner in which Kartik
began to be considered as the Guru’s natal month:
There lived in the time of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, at Amritsar, Bhai Sant Singh Gyani, who was held in high
estimation by that monarch. Some five miles from Amritsar is an ancient tank called Ram Tirath or place of
pilgrimage of the Hindu God Ram. At that place a Hindu fair was and is still held at the time of the full moon in the
month of Kartik. The spot is essentially Hindu, and it had the further demerit in the eyes of the Bhai of having been
repaired by Lakhpat, the prime minister of Zakaria Khan Bahadur, the inhuman prosecutor of the Sikhs. Bhai Sant
Singh desired to establish an opposition fair in Amritsar on the same date, and thus prevent the Sikhs from making
the Hindu pilgrimage to Ram Tirath. He gravely adopted the Handali date of Guru Nanak’s birth, and proclaimed
that his new fair at Amritsar at the full moon in the month of Kartik was in honour of the nativity of the founder of
the religion.
There is no doubt that Guru Nanak was born in Baisakh. All the older Janamsakhis give that as Guru Nanak’s
natal month. As late as the Sambat 1872 it was in Baisakh that the anniversary fair of Guru Nanak’s birth
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was always celebrated at Nankana. And finally the Nanak Parkash, which gives the full moon in Kartik Sambat
1526, as the time of Guru Nanak’s birth and the tenth of the dark half of Assu, Sambat 1596, as the date of his death,
states with strange inconsistency that he lived seventy years five months and seven days, a total which is
irreconcilable with these dates, but it is very nearly reconcilable with the date of the Guru’s birth given in the old
Janamsakhi.”
-- Max Arthur Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, first edition 1909CE, reprinted by Low Price
Publications, Delhi 1996 p. lxxxiv.

Mr. Lamba can see that this was written more than 90 years ago. The change to Kartik pooranmashi was done
in Samvat 1873 BK i.e. in 1816 CE during Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s time. Only Dr. Balbir Singh and Lamba can tell
how many Sikhs laid down their lives to change that date to a wrong date, and how many lives need be sacrificed
from changing the date back to correct date of Vaisakhi. They are just being too emotional, and that too to
support a wrong date in the faulty Bikrami calendar.
Finally, Mr. Lamba, very conveniently, has ignored to cite the following lines from Gurbani:

cauds Amwvs ric ric mWgih kr dIpku lY kUip prih ]2] pM: 970
siqgur bwJhu AMDu gubwru ] iQqI vwr syvih mugD gvwr ] - pM: 843

Pal Singh Purewal

February 29, 2000.
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